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Introduction
There is a class of compact symmetric spaces, the so-called irreducible
symmetric i?-spaces. Each irreducible symmetric i?-space M has a big trans-
formation group G, called the group of basic transformations, greater than the
group of isometries of M. And every compact symmetric space with a big
transformation group is essentially a symmetric i?-sρace (Nagano [6]).
For example, the sphere is an irreducible symmetric i?-space, and G is the
group of conformal transformations. Also the projective space P
n
(F) over F=
R, C or real quaternions H and the Cayley projective plane are irreducible
symmetric i?-spaces, and G are the group of projective transformations of P
n
(F)
and the connected simple Lie group of type EIV, respectively. Furthermore,
an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space M of compact type is an irreducible
symmetric i?-space, and G is the group of holomorphic transformations and
anti-holomorphic transformations of M.
In this paper, we want to characterize these big groups G in terms of Rie-
mannian geometry of Λf, except for spheres.
A submanifold S of M is called a Helgason sphere if (1) S is a totally
geodesic sphere with minimum radius; and (2) S has the maximum dimension
among the submanifolds in (1). We define a distance d(p, q) of p, q^My called
the arithmetic distance, to be the minimum possible length of a chain of Helgason
spheres connecting p and q. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem, (i) Let M be a compact rank one symmetric space other than
spheres. Then the group G of basic transformations of M is identical with the
group of diffeomorphisms which carry each Helgason sphere to a Helgason sphere.
(ii) Let M be an irreducible symmetric R-space of rank greater than one.
Then the group G of basic transformations of M is identical with the group of dif-
feomorphisms which preserve the arithmetic distance d on M.
Our problem was originated by Chow. In Chow [1] he studied the trans-
formations of certain homogeneous algebraic manifolds by purely algebraic
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methods. When the ground field is the complex number field, these manifolds
are the irreducible compact Hermitian symmetric spaces M of classical type,
and his result may be stated as follows. With respect to a family M of com-
plex submanifolds of M, a distance d on M is defined in the above way. For
example, for the complex Grassmann manifold M, Δί is the family of projective
lines lying on M, where M is regarded as a complex submanifold of a complex
projective space by the Plϋcker imbedding. It is verified that for each space M
Si is nothing but the family of Helgason spheres in our sense. He proved that
then the group of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic transformations of M is
identical with the group of isometric bijections of (M, d)> except for complex
projective spaces. So our Theorem (ii) may be thought of as a generalization
of the theorem of Chow under differentiability.
Peterson [8] studied the arithmetic distance on irreducible compact sym-
metric spaces defined by means of Helgason spheres of dimension greater than
one. His method is different from ours and to use the Radon duality in the
sense of Nagano [7].
Our method is as follows. The spaces M in Theorem (i) are the projec-
tive spaces, and the Helgason spheres are the projective lines. Thus Theorem
(i) follows from the fundamental theorem in projective geometry, along with a
theorem of Springer [11]. For the proof of Theorem (ii), we make use of the
characterization of G by Tanaka [17] as the automorphism group Aut(P) of a
Go-structure P of M, G
o
 being a Lie subgroup of GL(n, JB), n=dimM. We
will prove that Aut(P) is equal to the isometric diffeomorphism group of (M, d).
The author would like to express his thanks to T. Nagano for his valuable
advice during the preparation of this paper.
1. Symmetric i?-sρaces
In this section we give the definition of symmetric i?-spaces and recall
some properties of them (cf. Takeuchi [13], [15], Tanaka [17]).
Let
(1.1) Si g = 9-i+9o+9i, [β,, β jcβ, + f
be a graded Lie algebra over R with g real simple and 9-χΦ {0}, and r a Cartan
involution of g with
(1-2) τβ, =
 fl_, (-l<p<ί).
Such a pair (i?, T) is called a compact simple symmetric graded Lie algebra over R.
Two compact simple symmetric graded Lie algebras over R (i?, T) and (<?', T')
are said to be isomorphic to each other, if there is a Lie isomorphism φ\ g-*9'
with φβp=Qp (—!</><!) and φo
τ
=τΌφ.
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Let (Sf T) be a compact simple symmetric graded Lie algebra over J?.
Then, from (1.1) and the semi-simplicity of g, there is uniquely an element E e g 0
with
(1.3) qt
which is called the characteristic element of Q. From (1.2) one has
(1.4) τE=-E.
Now we define several subgroups of the automorphism group Aut(g) of g. Let
g = g c denote the complexified Lie algebra of g and regard Aut(g) as a subgroup
of Aut(g). Denoting by Inn(g) the group of inner automorphisms of g, we
define
G' = Aut(g)nlnn(g),
which is an open normal subgroup of Aut(g). Let G
o
 denote the group of
automorphisms of the graded Lie algebra 3f that is,
which is also described as
in virtue of (1.3). Under the identification of g with LieAut(g), the Lie
algebra of Aut(g), through the adjoint representation, we have LieG0 = g0.
Note that G
o
 leaves g±1 invariant. Next we define an open subgroup G of
Aut(g), thus Lie G=g, by
G - GQG'.
Then G
o
 is a closed subgroup of G. Let
(1.5) 9 =
be the Cartan decomposition associated to T. Note that from (1.4) one has
. Since τg
o
=g
o
, (1.5) induces a Cartan decomposition of g0:
where ϊ
o
 = ϊng
o
, ί>o = t>ng
o
.
Extending T to a conjugate linear automorphism r of g, and denoting by
( , ) the Killing form of g, we define a Hermitian inner product <( , > on g by
<X, Y> = -(X, T F ) for Xy Yeg ,
which is invariant under the group
Aut(g, Ψ) = {αeAut(g); aΨ =
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Its restriction < , >|gxg to gxg is an inner product on g which is invariant
under the group
Aut(g, T) = {aeAut(g); aτ = τa} .
We define compact subgroups K and K
o
 of G with Lie K=l and Lie K0~t0 by
K=GΠAut(Qyτ),
Xo- G0ΠAut(g, T) - G0ΠK.
Then we have polar decompositions
(1.6) G = Kezpp,
(1.7) G
o
=
The second one is the polar decomposition of the self-adjoint (with respect to
< f >|gxg) real algebraic group G
o
cGL(g). Also the first one follows from
the polar decomposition
Aut(g) = Aut(g, T) exp p
of the self-adjoint real algebraic group Aut(g)cGL(g). In particular, K is
a maximal compact subgroup of G. Next we define a parabolic subalgebra
u of g by
« = 9o+9i,
and a closed subgroup U of G with Lie U=n by
(1.8) E/=<?
o
expβi,
which is also described as
(1.9) U = {aeAut(g); an = u} .
The homogeneous space
(1.10) M=G/U
is called the R-space associated to Q, which is known to be compact, connected
and real projective algebraic. The group G acts on M effectively, so that it is
identified with a subgroup of the diffeomorphism group Diff (M) of M. We
call G the group of basic transformations of M. Furthermore it is shown that
(1.11) G = KU,
and hence we have a natural identification
(1.12) M=K/K0.
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Our homogeneous space M—G/U may be also described as a homogeneous
space of the open normal subgroup G' of G in the following way. We define
GΌ=G'Γ\G09 K'=G'OK, KZ=G'nK0, U'=G'f)U. Then G'o, K', K'o, U'
are open normal subgroups of G
o
, K, K
oy U respectively, and equalities (1.6)*^
(1.12) hold also for these groups, which will be denoted by the same numbers
with primes. From these we have
(1.13) G = K0G'y G0 = K0G'ύy U = K0U', K = KQK'y
which implies that
(1.14) GIG' ^ GJGi = U/U' ^ K\K' ^ KJKZ.
Note that our group G is given also by
G = G0Inn(g),
where Inn(g) denotes the group of inner automorphisms of g, since one has
G'=GΌ Inn(β) (Takeuchi [12]).
Next we want to define a Riemannian metric on M. We define #eAut(g)
with0 2 =l by
^ I So = i» βl(βi+β-i) = - i ,
where 1 designates the identity map. From θτ=τθ and ΘE=E, it follows that
0eG
o
ΠAut(g, τ)=K0 and hence ΘGΘ'1=G. Thus an automorphism θ of G
whose differential is 0eAut(g), is defined by
0(μ) = θaθ-1 for 0<ΞG.
It has the properties that Θ(K)=K, θ(k)=k for any k^K0, and ϊ o = { I G { ; ΘX
=X}, whence (K, KQy θ) is a compact symmetric pair. We define a i^0-invariant
subspace m of ϊ with ϊ = I 0 + m by
m = iX(ΞΞt;ΘX=-X} = { ^ G 9 1 + 9 - 1 ; τ X = I } ,
which is identified with the tangent space TJVί to M at the origin o=U^M.
Since < , > | m X m is a i£0-invariant inner product, for any c>0 there is uniquely
a ^-invariant Riemannian metric^ on M=KjKQ such that go—cζ , > |mxm.
The Riemannian manifold (M, g) is a compact symmetric space with a cubic
lattice in the sense that a maximal torus AM of (M, #) has an expression
by a lattice ΓM generated by an orthogonal basis of R
r
 of the same length.
Furthermore (M, g) is irreducible in the sense that it is not a Riemannian
product of compact symmetric spaces with cubic lattices. Conversely, any
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irreducible (in the above sense) compact symmetric space (M, g) with a cubic
lattice is obtained in this way from a compact simple symmetric graded Lie
algebra (S, τ) over R (unique up to isomorphism) and a constant c> 0 (Loos
[5]). Our symmetric space (M, g) is called an irreducible symmetric R-space. In
the following, for the simplicity we assume that c=l.
REMARK 1.1. From the definition of g, it is obvious that K is a subgroup
of the group I(M, g) of all isometrics of (M, g). Actually, K is equal to I(M,g)
(cf. Corollary 6.9).
Take a maximal abelian subalgebra a in p with E^a, and extend it to a
Cartan subalgebra §=b-\-a of g with b c ϊ . Then the complexification f)=$c is
a Cartan subalgebra of 8 The real part Ij
Λ
 of ί) is given by l j
Λ
=\/_lb+ct .
We identify the root system Σ of g relative to § with a subset of ί)R by means of
the duality defined by ( , ), and set
Σ,= ia^t; (a, E) == p} (-l<p<l).
Let
8 = §+ Σ 8*
be the ϊj-root space decomposition of g. Then Σ=Σ_iUΣ 0 UΣi, and the com-
plexifications Qp=Qp (—l<p<l) are given by
So = § + Σ 8* , 8±i = Σ 8*
Denoting by π
a
: §R-*cι the orthogonal projection, we set Σ=τrα(Σ)— {0}, which
is the root system of g relative to α, and set
Σ, = {reΣ; (7, E)=p} (-l<p<ί).
Then Σ is an irreducible reduced root system in α, Σ=Σ_iUΣ 0 UΣi, and the
α-root space decomposition of g is given by
9 = 9°+ Σ 9V ,
where
gλ = {Xeg; [H, X] = (λ, H)X for each i/Go} .
Let m{rγ)=dim gγ denote the multiplicity of γ E 2 . Furthermore one has
9o = 9 ° + Σ 9 γ , β±i= Σ 97,
and thus Σ
o
 is the root system of g0 relative to α. Let σ denote the complex
conjugation of g" with respect to g. Choose a σ-order > on ϊj
Λ
 in the sense of
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Satake [10] and denote by Σ + (resp. Σ~) the set of positive (resp. negative) roots
in Σ (with respect to > ) . Let Π c Σ + be the σ-fundamental system, Π° =
{αGΠ; σa=—a}, and & the Satake involution of Π—Π°. We define Aut(Π, σ)
to be the subgroup of the automorphism group Aut(Π) of Π consistng of all the
f eAut(Π) such that tW=W and tά=&t on Π—Π°. It is also identified as
(1.15) Aut(Π, σ) = {*€ΞGLφ
Λ
); tΣ = Σ, *Σ+ = Σ + , tσ = σt}.
It is known (Takeuchi [12]) that
(1.16) Aut(g)/G' ^ Aut(Π, σ)
in a natural way. We set Ί,±=π
a
(Σ±)— {0} and Π=7r
α
(Π)— {0}, and thus
Π c Σ
+
 is a fundamental system of Σ. Now we choose a σ-order > on §
Λ
 such
that (α, E)>0 for any α G 2 + once and for all. Then one has Σ0=ΣΓΊ {Ώ^}z
for Π 0 = Π n Σ 0 , where {Π0}z denotes the subgroup of § Λ generated by Πo, and
hence ΠQ is a σ-fundamental system of Σ
o
. Furthermore one has Σ + ^ Σ * — Σ
o
.
From these it follows that
(1.17) Σ0 = 2 n { Π 0 } z for Π0 =
(1.18) Σ^^Σ^Σo,
(1.19) (Π, Π
o
) is an irreducible symmetric pair in the sense that Π is irreduci-
ble and Π—Π
o
 consists of only one root γ
x
, called the distinguished root, such that
the highest root δ e Σ + has an expression
We define Aut(Π, ΠQ, σ) to be the subgroup of Aut(Π, σ) consisting of all the
ίGAut(Π, σ) such that ίΠ0 = Π0. Under the identification (1.15), it is also
given by
(1.20) Aut(Π, Π
o
, σ) = {f eAut(Π, σ); tE = E} .
Lemma 1.2. The quotient group GJGό is isomorphic to Aut(Π, Π
o
, σ) in
a natural tϋay. Therefore also GjGr is isomorphic to Aut(Π, Π
o
, σ).
Proof. In general, for subsets A, B, ••• of g, we denote by Aut(g, A, B, •••)
the group of all the #eAut(g) such that aA=A, aB=Bf •••.
Let αGG0 be arbitrary. Then, since Πo is a σ-fundamental system of Σo,
there is α'GGί such that b=a'a^Aut(Q, §
Λ
, α, HQ). Since 6Π0 = Π0, b leaves
Σ o = Σ
o
Π Σ
+
 invariant. Furthermore, since bE=E, b leaves also Σi invariant.
Therefore b leaves Σ + = Σ o U Σ i invariant, whence ftΠ = Π. Thus we have
proved that
ή
Λ
, α, Π, Π
o
).
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On the other hand, by (1.16) the natural homomorphism Aut(g, ί)Ri α, Π,
Aut(Π, ΠQ, σ) is surjective, and has the kernel
Aut(g, $
Λ
, α, Π, Π
o
) n G ' = Aut(β, 5*, α, Π,
Thus we obtain the lemma. q.e.d.
Let
W = N
κ
,(a)IZ
κ
,(a), W
o
 = N
κ
,(a)IZ
κ
,(a)
be the Weyl groups of g and g0 respectively, which may be regarded as finite
subgroups of O(a) through the adjoint action, O(o) being the orthogonal group
on α with respect to the inner product < , >. Here iV#(α) (resp. Z*(a)) denotes
the normalizer (resp. centralizer) of α in *. The groups W, WQ are related by
that W
o
= {ίE W; sE=E}. It is known that (Π, Π
o
) is of rank ry r=rank(M,£),
in the sense that the irreducible symmetric bounded domain corresponding to
(Π, Π
o
) has the rank r. Thus we can choose (cf. Takeuchi [14]) a maximal
system
Δ = {β
u
 - , & } , with A = δ ,
of strongly orthogonal roots in Σ2 of the same length. Here, by the length of
l e g we mean the norm \X\ of X with respect to < , >. Note t h a t Δ c W δ .
Let us fix a root / 3 G Δ . We choose an element X
β
^Qβ with \X
β
\2=2j{β, β),
and set X-
β
=τX
β
^Q-βy Aβ = π(Xβ+X-β) e m. Then one has [Xβ, X~β] =
-(2/08, β))β. We define a basis \X+, X_, H} of §1(2, B) and an element
2, Λ)by
Then the correspondence
φ
β
: X+ κ> Xp, X . κ> X_βy
(thus φ
β
: A\->A
β
) defines an injective Lie homomorphism φ
β
: §1(2,
The extension φ
β
: SL(2, /2)~>G' of φ
β
 sends the parabolic subgroup
of 5L(2, B) into [/', and hence it induces a φ^-equivariant imbedding
ψ
β
: PX(B) =
Therefore
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T
β
= i(exptA
β
)o;0<t<ί}
is a simply closed geodesic of (M, g) of the length 2π/| δ | . In fact,
For each i ( l < * < r ) , we set
Φi = Φβi, Ψi = Ψ'βί
Then the Λ-linear span
of {^ 4^  •••, ^4
r
} is a maximal abelian subalgebra in m, and hence
is a maximal torus of (M, ^ ), where
OM; (exp H)o = o} .
Furthermore, the Lie homomorphism φ=φ
ι
x- xφ
r
: *SL(2, R)r->Gr sends P r
into ί7', and induces a φ-equivariant imbedding
which gives rise to a diffeomorphism ψ=ψ1 X " χ ψ r : P1(Λ)r->^4M = 3^ X x Tr.
Therefore, the lattice TM is given by
(1.21) TM = {A, - , Λr}z with <A , Λ > = δ, 7 4* 2 / |δ | 2 .
For H^aM we use the linear coordinate (xί9 •••, xr) determined by
H=
The real part (aM)R of (σM) c is given by (aM)B==\/^?[aM. For 7^{CIM)R> let
|<y| denote the norm of γ with respect to ( , ), which is positive definite on
(α*)
Λ
. We define A te(αM)
(1.22) \f=A{K Aj) = S
u
π
Note that (hh Ay)=δ lV|δ|2/4 ( l < / , i < r ) in virtue of (1.21). For <ye(αM)Λ we
define
(iηy = { I G ! C ; [/ί, X] = (γ, H)X for each
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and set
ΣΛ, = {7e(aM)a- {0} (!<7Φ {0}} ,
which is the root system of (M, g) relative to αM. Then, irreducible symmetric
i?-sρaces are divided into the following five classes.
(I) Hermitian type.
g is not simple π
x
(M) = {0}
ΣM = i±hi±hJ (l<i<j<r)y ±2h{ {\<i<r)\ or
i±hi±hj (l<i<j<r), ±hh ±2hέ (ί<i<r)} .
(II) Type^(r).
8 is simple; π
x
{M) = {0}
2M is the same as in (I).
(III) TypeE7(r).
g is simple; π^M) = Z;
(IV) Type SO(2r+l).
g is simple; π,(M) = Z2;
, ±h,
(V) Type5O(2r)(r>2).
g is simple; π
λ
{M) = Zz;
ΣM = i±hi±hj
Let
WM = Nκ>ί)(αM)IZκi(αM)(ZO(αM)
be the Weyl group of (M, g). We denote by @
r
 the subgroup of 0(0^) consist-
ing of transformations (x
u
 •-, ^
r
)i-*(xi(1), •••, xt(r)), p being a permutation of
{ί, ,r}, and by (Z2)r the subgroup of O(αM) consisting of transformations
(*i> -,*,)ι-»(«Λ. —,£rXr), £, = ± 1
Lemma 1.3. @
r
 c WM c @r (Z2) r.
Proof. Since WM is generated by the reflections of αM with respect to
V^ΛΎ for 7 G 2 W , this follows by the above table of Ί,M. q.e.d.
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2. Stratifications
In this section we define certain stratifications of M and g_
x
 by means of
the group orbits. We retain the notation in Section 1.
We define Bt e α M (0</<r) by
and set
6, = exp £,€=*:', <V% = U'bfiCM, d, = di
Furthermore we define Sj e W (0</ <r) by
where $
γ
G WdO(ά) denotes the reflection with respect to
Lemma 2.1. 1) exp (1/2)4-<^N
κ
,(a) and exp (1/2)4 |α=$
Λ
 {l<i<r).
Therefore b{^Nκ^(ά) and i71 a=st (0</<r) .
2) -fao> i^> •'•> ^ r} w β ^ °/ complete representatives of the double coset space
wQ\wιw0.
3) M = : ^
o
 U °Vι U U tVr {disjoint union).
4) // 0<l'<l <r, Ci^ ^ w contained in the closure Ciq^,
Proof. 1), 2) See Takeuchi [15].
3) We define a nilpotent subalgebra π of g by
n = Σ + g \
and set
i V = e x p n , Br = { α e C ; «π = n} .
In the same way we define
π0 = Σ α
7
, where Σo+ = Σ
o
 Π Σ
+
 ,
•yezo
ΛΓ0 = exp n0, B'Q = {αeGί «n0 = πo> .
Then we have Bruhat decompositions
(2.1) <?' = U M-B' = U β ' ί S ' ,
(2.2) G$ = U N
o
tB'
a
 = U 5$ίβ$.
Therefore, by (2.2) together with (1.8)', we have
(2.3) U' = GO exp Q1 = U iV 0 ^ exp & = U iVoίB'.
Hence, for each s^Wwe obtain
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(2.4) U'sU'= U B'tNvsNj'B' = U B'Njst'NJB'
= U B'tst'B' = U B'τoB'.
t,t'GW0 W&WQSWQ
Since
W= U WV/ϊΓ
β
 (disjoint union)
1 = 0
by 2), together with the Bruhat decomposition (2.1), we get
G' = U C/'ί/1/' (disjoint union)./=o
This implies the assertion 3).
4) For each coset [s]=sWQ^ W\W^ choosing an element k^NKf{a) with
= ί , we set cv
ίsl=Nko. Then (Takeuchi [13])
M = U ^[s] (disjoint union)
[S]eτr/τr
gives a cellular decomposition of M with the closure relations:
if and only if
(2.5) s'E—sE = Σ mtΊ with some my>0 .
Moreover, by (2.4) and (2.3) we have
U'stU'= JU_B'sB' = U B'sU' = U NsU','
and hence
(2.6)
Suppose that 0<,Γ<,l<r. Then we have
Therefore, by (2.5) c i ^ c C i q f t , , ] , and hence by (2.6) we get q;^
q.e.d.
We define subsets Dtc:aM and £DtCLAM (0<l<r) by
^ _ ^ ^ •• ,Λ?
r
)eα
Λf; 1^ ,1
to get
(2.7) ^ M = ®o U ^  U U ^
r
 (disjoint union).
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Lemma 2.2. 1) <V,=Ki3)t
2) qP,= t/&,o=.K0fl)/(0£/:£r). Therefore
r
G = U CΛ/ Ϊ7 {disjoint union).
/=o
Proof. If we denote by Γ M the homogeneous coordinate of P1(R)=
Lx2A
SL(2, Λ)/P, we have
(exp ίX+)(exp A ) p = [ j ] for
(exp xA)P = Γ c o s **1 = Γ~COt w * l for 0< |*| ^ 1/2 .
L— sinTΓtfJ L 1 J
Therefore, for each x^R with 0 < | Λ ? | < 1 / 2 , there is a&P such that
α exp(^4/2)P= (exp Λ^4)P. The φ-equivariance of ψ: P^Rf-^M implies that
for any^e.2); there is αE? f such that£=φ(a) exp ( l ^ ^ H h^, >, \<h<
~<it<r. By φ(Pr)cUf and Lemma 1.3 we have that 3)X<Z.U/bio=^Vh which
implies KfQ3)ι(Z.C[7ι since i ^ ί c 17'. On the other hand, by (2.7) we get
Thus the assertion 1) holds.
2) Since U=U'K0 by (1.13) and K0=KiNKo(aM)f it suffices to show that
NKS&IΛJQI^QI (0</<r). But, since NKo{aM) acts on αM as orthogonal trans-
formations leaving ΓV invariant, for any k&NKo(aM) there is a permutation p of
{1, « ,r} such that kAi=eiAp(i)y £,= ± 1 (1<**<0 T n u s kDι=Dι and hence
^Φf q.e.d.
We define a X"0-equivariant linear isomorphism -cr^: tn-^g.! by
Γ-[£, X]) f o r l e m .
Since Όf-1(Ai)=πX-i(l<i<r), VΪ^ induces a linear isomorphism from aM onto
the subspace α_j of Q_
x
 defined by
By m=jK'oCiM> o n e n a s
(2.8) g_! = K
We define subsets Et of α_x (0</<r) by
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Then α_2 is a disjoint union of these Et (0</<r), and hence by (2.8)
(2.9)
 fl_1= ΌKΌEt.
1 = 0
Now we identify g_
x
 with a G0-invariant open dense subset of M through the
G0-equivariant imbedding c: g^-^M defined by c(X)=(txp X)o for Z£g_ t >
and set
^ = ^ 0 9 - 1 ( 0 < / < r ) .
Then each Vt (0</<r) is non-empty (cf. Lemma 2.3), and so it is a G0-invariant
submanifold of g_2 with diτnVι=dι. These Vt give a stratification
(2.10) ^ : β - i = ^ U F Ί U UΓ
r
of fl-!.
Lemma 2.3. 1) V^KΌE^KJE, (0<l<r).
2) For py q>0 withp+q<r, tϋe define
Then
V
ι=
p
3) £«cA F/ (0</<r) is a finite union of Go-orbits (resp. G0-orbits) in Q-v
Proof. 1) Under the notation in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we have
(exp xXJ)P = Γ lλ for XΪΞR ,
(mptA)P=\ λ 1 for tϊΞR with | ί | < l / 2 .
L—tan7r£J
Therefore, for each X=ΣxiX_i&Ei we have
(exp X)o = exp(— Σ
and hence E
ι
dV
ι
 by Lemma 2.2. This implies ί ό ^ c Γ , . On the other
hand, by (2.9) one has
ΌKΌEt= U Vg.
1=0 1=0
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Thus we get K/0Eι=Vh which also implies KQEι=Vι by the iζj-invariance of
2) Let Z ε ^ b e arbitrary. By 1) there is keKί with kX^Ej. Further-
more, since S
r
c H ^ by Lemma 1.3 and vr^i aM-^a^ is i^ o-equivariant, there
is A'eiV^α.!) such that
k'kX = Σ * , * - , — Σ Xp
ii yi
with xh Xp+j>0, p-\-q=l. On the other hand, the connected Lie subgroup
of Go generated by
leaves α^ invariant, and its matricial representation on α^ with respect to
{X-i, •••, -XΓ_
r
} is all the real diagonal matrices with positive entries. Thus
there is α G i Δ such that ak'kX= YPtQ. Since ak'k&Gί, we get the assertion 2).
3) This follows from 2) and the G0-invariance of Vt. q.e.d.
REMARK 2.4. We define
Y
o
 = 09Yl = X^+'-'+X.^Et (l<l<r).
Then, as is seen from the above proof, if WM contains (Z2)r, then Vι=G/oYι=
G0Yt (0</<r), that is, each Vt consists of a single Go-orbit (resp. a single Go-
orbit).
Lemma 2.5. Each V
x
 or the closure C1F/ in Q-
τ
 (0<l<r) is invariant
under the transformation X\-*tX of Q^ for any t>0.
Proof. This follows from the fact that ad£, £ e g 0 , acts on Q^ as — 1 ,
together with the G0-invariance of Vt. q.e.d.
Let uQ: 8-1"^ T0M be the natural linear isomorphism induced by the
differential of the projection G->M=G\U. We identify as GL(T
ΰ
M)=GL(Q_
ι
)
through the isomorphism u0. Let p: J7->GL(8-i) be the linear isotropy re-
presentation of M=G/U. It is known (Tanaka [17]) that the restriction p |G 0
to G
o
 is an injective Lie homomorphism. We identify G
o
 with a Lie subgroup
of GL(β-i) through p | G
o
. We define
^ S) = {fleGLίβ-O; aV
x
 = V
x
and call it the group of automorphisms of the stratification S. Then, from the
Go-invariance of each Vh one has GocGL(g_1, S).
3. Complex symmetric 72-sρaces
In this section we consider the symmetric i?-spaces in complex category.
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Let
3: 9 = fl-i+βo+βiι [fl,,
be a graded Lie algebra over C with g complex simple and g^Φ {0}, and τ a.
Cartan involution of g, regarded as a real semi-simple Lie algebra, with Tg^g.-^
(—1<J£><1). Such a pair (Q, T) is called a compact simple symmetric graded Lie
algebra over C. The characteristic element £ e g 0 is defined in the same way as
in Section 1. Let
G
o
 - {α€ΞAut(g); aQ, = g, (~l<p< 1)} ,
G' = Inn(g), G = G0G'.
The various groups and Lie algebras, their subspaces are defined in the same
way as in Section 1. Note that then G', Go, U', K\ K& are all connected.
Various equalities hold also for these groups. In our case, the homogeneous
space
is a simply connected complex projective algebraic manifold, and is called the
complex R-space associated to G. The group G may be regarded as a subgroup
of the holomorphic automorphism group Aut(M) of M. In the same way as in
Section 1 we define a if-invariant Hermitian metric g on M by making use of
the Aut(g, τ)-invariant Hermitian inner product given by
<X, Y> = -(X, TY) for X, F e g ,
where ( , ) denotes the Killing form of g. The Hermitian manifold (M, g)
is an irreducible (in the sense of de Rham) Hermitian symmetric space of com-
pact type, and is called an irreducible complex symmetric R-space.
REMARK 3.1. Actually we have that G=Aut (M) and K=Aut (M) Π I(M, g).
See the equality (1.9) in complex category and Remark 1.1.
In our case, the real subalgebra § of g defined as in Section 1 is a Cartan
subalgebra of the complex Lie algebra g, and α is nothing but the real part of ί).
Let Σda denote the root system of g relative to ϊj. We introduce a linear
order > on α such that (α, E)>0 for any positive root a in Σ. We define Σp
(—l<p<l)y Π, Πo, W, Wo and so on in the same way as in Section 1. Then
(Π, Π
o
) is also an irreducible symmetric pair of rank r=rank(M, g), and hence
we can take a maximal system Δ = {βly •••, βr} of strongly orthogonal roots in Σx
of the same length with β1=S) the highest root in 2. Thus we can define
X ± l eg ± 1 , ^ G i n , bt^K\ Y/eg,! and so on. Making use of the As (l<i<r)
we can construct a maximal abelian subalgebra <xM in tn with the coordinate
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fo, - , x
r
). Then (cf. Takeuchi [14]) the Weyl group WM c O(aM) of (M, g)
is given by
(3.1) WM = ®,'{ZJ.
We define
CV, = U'bfi, V, = cVίΠβ-i, <// = dim
c
q7, (0<l£r),
regarding g_2 as a G0-invariant open dense subset of M through the natural
imbedding c: Q^->M. Also G
o
 is identified with a complex algebraic group in
GL(g_1), through the linear isotropy representation. We can prove the follow-
ing lemma in the same way as Lemma 1.2.
Lemma 3.2. If we define Aut(Π, Π
o
) = {ίeAut(Π); rtΊ0=Π<}, tae have
Lemma 3.3. 1) M=CVO U ^  U U ^  (disjoint union), and therefore we
get a stratification
S: 9-! = VQ{J VλU ••• U Vr (disjoint union).
2) C[;
ι
3) v^GoY^GίY, (0</<r).
4) Cl cV
ι
 is an algebraic subvariety of M, and
5) Cl V
x
 is an affine algebraic subvariety of Q_
u
 and
Cl Vt = F0U V.Ό ... U Γf
6) 0 = dQ<dι<*-<dr = dim c M.
Proof. The proof of the assertions 1), 2) is the same as in Section 2. The
assertion 3) follows by the same argument as in Section 2 and the same reason-
ing as in Remark 2.4, recalling the equality (3.1).
4) In the same way as in Lemma 2.1, 4) we get
(3.2) /'£/-* q^/cciq^.
Since the complex linear algebraic group G' acts on M regularly and U' is an
algebraic subgroup of G', by a well known fact in algebraic geometry (cf. for
example, A. Borel: Linear Algebraic Groups, Benjamin, 1969), cV
ι
=Ufb
ι
o con-
tains a Zariski open subset of the Zariski closure C\z(fVt) of OJι% Thus we have
Cl q ^ C F ^ ) . The Zariski connectedness of Ciq^ follows from that of U'.
Also from the above we have
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(3.3) q ^
In particular, by (3.2) we get
(3.4)
Suppose that ^ C C l ^ for /'>/. Then, by (3.3) we would have d
r
<dh
which is a contradiction to (3.4). Thus we have proved that / '</ if and only
if ^ / C C l ^ z , which completes the proof of the assertion 4).
5) Since actually g_
x
 is Zariski open in M, this follows from assertions
3), 4) and the Zariski connectedness of Go.
6) Follows from (3.4). q.e.d.
REMARK 3.4. The defining polynomials of the affine algebraic variety C1F,
in g_
:
 are given as follows. Taking a basis {el9 - ,en} of g_x we identify g_x
with Cn, and then gϊ(g_1) with the space of nx n complex matrices. Take a basis
{Xl9 •••, XN} of floCβϊ(β-i)- Then the set {F^\zl9 •••, zn)} of all minor deter-
minants of degree dt-\-1 of the nxNmatrix
(*Λ
(X^'-yXtfZ), where z= I •
w
is a set of defining polynomials of C1F7. This follows from assertions 3), 5),
6) in Lemma 3.3.
By Lemma 3.3, 5), the automorphism group of <S:
is also given by
(3.5) GL(g_
x
, S) = {αGGL(g^); fl(Cl F7) - Cl
Thus it is a complex algebraic group in GL{§-^). Note that G0(ZGL(Q-ly S).
Theorem 3.5. G0=GL(Q-ly S).
Proof. First we claim that g0 is a maximal subalgebra of gl(g_!). Since g0
contains the scalar endomorphisms Cl of g_j, it suffices to show that the semi-
simple part §0 of g0 is a iraximal subalgebra of 3l(g_i). Note here that §0 acts
irreducibly on g_
x
 because (M, g) is an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space.
Now our claim can be verified for each (M, g), by seeing the classification of
irreducible maximal subalgebras of Sί(N9 C) by Dynkin [2],
So LieGL(g_
x
, S) is equal to either g0 or gl(g_i). In the latter case, since
in general the number of GL(g_j, <S)-orbits in g_
x
 is r-f 1, we have r=ί and
hence 90=9Ϊ(9-i) Thus we have always Lie GL(g_x, <S)=g0, whence the identity
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component of GL(g_2, S) is equal to Go. In the following we follow the argu-
ment in Gyoja [3]. Since GL(Q_V S) normalizes Go by the above, Ad induces a
homomorphism φ\ GL(Q_V S)-* Aut(g0) with
(3.6)
 9>-
1(Inn(βo)) = G ί .
Here (3.6) follows from the Schur's lemma together with the fact that C*lcGo
We will show
(3.7) φ(GL(Q^ S)) = Aut(g0, α, Π, Πo) Inn(g0).
Let αeGL(g_1, S) be arbitrary. Since <p(a)f) is a Cartan subalgebra of g0, there
is α'GGo with φ(a'a)^Aut(QOy α, Πo). Set b=a'a^GL(S-v S). Denoting by
P: So^flKδ-i) the identity representation, we define a representation ρb of g0 by
pb(X) = p(φ(b)X) for I e 9 o .
Then, since p{φ(b)X)—bp(X)b~ιy pb is equivalent to p. But the highest weight
of p is — aly where ax is the distinguished root in Π, and hence <p(b)a1 = a1.
Thus 99(6)<ΞAut(g0, α, Π, Πo), and so φ(a)=φ(af)-1φ(b)^Aut(Q0} α, Π, Πo)
Inn(g0). For the proof of the inclusion Aut(g0, α, Π, τio)lnn(Qo)(Zφ(GL(Q^1) S))>
it suffices to show Aut(g0, α,Π, no)cz<p(GL(Q_v S)). Let αGAut(go,α, Π,Π0)
be arbitrary. If we define a representation pa of g0 by
p{aX) for
then by aa1=aί, p
a
 is equivalent to p. Hence there is b&GLfa^) such that
pa(X)=bp(X)b'1 for each Xeg 0 , which implies G^bGΌ^b. We claim that
b<ΞGL(Q_ly S). In fact, for each I G Vt (0</<r), G/obX=bG/oX=bVh Thus
dim
c
(GoάX)=dim
c
 F;, and hence by Lemma 3.3, 6) GΌbX—Vt. In particular,
we have bX^Vh whence the claim. Since <p(b)=a, we are done.
Now (3.6), (3.7) imply that GL(g_
x
, S)IGl^φ(GL(β_
u
 £))/Inn(g 0)^
Aut(g0, α, Π, Π0)/Aut(g0, α, Π, Π0)n Inn(go)^Aut(Π, Πo), and so by Lemma
3.2 we get the assertion of the theorem. q.e.d.
Lemma 3.6. We define
GL
e
(Q.19 S) = iaeΞGLiQ^); a(Cl V2k) = Cl V2k (0<k< [r/2])} .
Then, GL
e
(Q_ly S)=GL(Q.V S) ifr>3.
Proof. By (3.5) we have GL(Q_l9 S)dGLe(Q_v S). Since g o cLie
GL
e
(Q_ly S) and dimc GL^g^, <S)<dimc GL(Q^) in virtue of r > 3 , wre see by
the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.5 that the identity component
of GL
e
(g_
x
, S) is equal to Go. Since GL(g_
x
, S) contains the normalizer of Go
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in GL(g_!) as we have seen in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we get GL
e
(Q_
v
 <S)C
e-!, S). q.e.d.
4. Automorphisms of stratification
We come back to an irreducible symmetric ϋ-space (M, g) and use the
same notation as in Sections 1 and 2. First we prove the following theorem,
making use of the results in complex category.
Theorem 4.1. 1) C l ^ - q ^ o U ^ U - U ^ / (0</<r).
2) C l F ^ F o U J ^ U - U ^ (0</<r).
3) O=d
o
<d1<'-<dr=dim M.
Suppose first that g is simple. Then the complexification Q\ g=g_1-f 8o+8i
of Qy together with the conjugate linear extension ψ to g of T, becomes a
compact simple symmetric graded Lie algebra (3, T) over C. Various objects
for (3, T) considered in Section 3 are denoted by the same symbols with —.
We define an involutive automorphism σ of Aut(g) as a real Lie group by
σ
(a) = σaσ~ι for αeAut(g).
For a σ-invariant subgroup H of Aut(g), H
σ
 will denote the group of all fixed
points of σ in H. For example, we have
Lemma 4.2. G = (G)
σ
 .
Proof. It is obvious that G= GQG' = (GQ)σ(Gf)σ(Z(G)σ. For the proof of
(G)
σ
cG, we note first that by (1.9), (1.10)' in complex category, M=GjU can
be identified with the set of all complex parabolic subalgebras of g which are
conjugate to the complexification u of u under G or under Inn(g). Let a^(G)
σ
be arbitrary. Then αeAut(g) and so an is a parabolic subalgebra of g whose
complexification is conjugate to u under Inn(g) by the above remark. Since two
parabolic subalgebras of g are conjugate to each other under Inn(g) if and only
if their complexifications are conjugate to each other under Inn(g), there
is ό e G ' such that bau=n. It follows from (1.9) that ba^U and hence
a(=G'U=G. q.e.d.
From the above lemma it follows that if Ή. (resp. H) is one of the groups
G, G
o
, U> K, KOy G', GQ, U\ Ky K'o (resp. G, Go, Uy Ky Ko> G\ G$, U', K', KΌ),
then H=(R)
σ
. In particular, we have a natural G-equivariant imbedding
Furthermore, an involutive diίϊeomorphism σ of M can be defined by
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σ
(ao) — σ(ά)o for α
For a σ-invariant subset N of M, the set of all fixed points of σ in N will be
denoted by N
v
. It is known (Takeuchi [13]) that σ is an involutive isometry
of (Λf, g) such that
(4.1) M = ( f i )
σ
.
Furthermore, 7: g^-^ilf is σ-equivariant and j : (M, g)-*(M, g) is isometric.
As a maximal abelian subalgebra α of ϊJ=ψ+\/— ll, we take
and use the σ-order > on §R for g as an order on α for g.
Lemma 4.3. We can choose %={&, •-,#?} d% and X^φ {\<i<T)
for g in the following way.
(a) Class {II).
r=2r; σ(J32i-ι}z=&2h <^2/-i = ^ 2* ( l<^<0> ^ ^^ set βi^πeίβii) ( 1 ^
^ ^ Δ = {/?!, •••, /?
r
} c Σ i w ^  system of orthogonal roots for g.
(b) Otherwise.
Δ = {/?!, •••, /3
r
} C2i w <z system of orthogonal roots for g.
Proof. See Takeuchi [13]. However, for g of type E6 or E7, {β{} in
[13] should be replaced by the following, under the numbering of roots of
(Π, Π
o
) in [13].
g = E6: J3X = α 1
Bt = ^
g = £7: ft = α1
ft = «i . q.e.d.
Lemma 4.4. (a) C&m (//).
^ = (^2/),, F; - (Pt f)σ, rf, = J2/
(b) Otherwise.
Proof, (a) By Lemam 4.3, we can take as
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Then b
ι
=i2l and Yι = Ϋ2l (0</<r) . Now cV2\ — Ub2lo is σ-invariant because of
&2/o=ft/oGM. Moreover C[;ι^Ubιoc:Ub2lo=Φ2ί. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, 3)
together with (4.1), we have that Φ2i^ Π M=φ and cVι=(Φ2ι)(r' This implies
also dt=d2l. In the same way as above, by Yι=Ϋ2t we obtain the σ-invariance
of V2h and
^ σ fl (fl-l)σ
This implies also ^ 2/-iΠg-i=φ by virtue of (2.10).
(b) This is proved in the same way as above, by taking as X^Xi. q.e.d.
Now Theorem 4.1 for simple g follows from the above lemma and the
assertions 4), 5), 6) in Lemma 3.3.
Suppose next that g is not simple. Then g is the scalar restriction to R of
a complex simple Lie algebra g. Let Qp(—\<p<\) be the subspace of g such
that the scalar restriction to R of QP is g^ . Then the graded Lie algebra
£- g^g-i+go+δiϊ together with τ = τ , becomes a compact simple symmetric
graded Lie algebra (S> r) over C. Various objects for (£, r) are denoted by
the same symbols as in Section 3, but with ^ . Note that in particular we
have
(4.2) G' = ( ? ' ,
under the identification Aut(g)cAut(g). In our case, ϊ is a compact real form
of g and p = / ϊ , where / is the complex structure of g. Thus §=b-\-a=Ia+a is
the scalar restriction to R of a Cartan subalgebra of g whose real part is α. The
real part ί)R of § is given by
Denoting the C-linear extension to g of / by the same 7, we define
to get a decomposition
(4.3) a = g + θg-
with σQ±=Qτ. Then Λ-lίnear isomorphisms -or*: g-^ g* are defined by
vr^X) = X± = (1/2)(ZT V^\ IX) for X e g .
If we set a±=vt±{a), we have
ί)R = o + + α - .
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We may identify Σda with 2. For α ^ Σ , α ± e α ± is defined by
(α*, ff ±) = (α, H) for each ί ί e o .
Then we have
σα* =a
τ
 for αGΣ ,
where Π ± = ia±my αGΠ} and Πf = {a*; α e Π 0 } . In particular, σ (restricted to
§
Λ
) belongs to Aut(Π, ΠQ, σ). We regard Aut(Π) as a normal subgroup of
Aut(Π) by the correspondence f h-»(f+, t~) for ίGAut(Π), where ί ± eAut(Π ± ) is
defined by
t±(a±) = (ta)± for
Then we have a semi-direct decomposition
(4.4) Aut(Γί, Γl0, σ) = Z 2 Aut(Π, Πo), where Z2 = {ίyσ}.
An involutive automorphism k
Ό
 of g with k
o
\^
n
=σ is constructed as follows.
Choose fc^Aut(Q, ϊ, I)
Λ
) with κ\ΐ)R= — 1 and /c2=l, and set
Then it is verified that k
o
ί)R=Ϊ)Λ and /ϊ oα±=α : i : for each α e Π , and hence
^OI^Λ^0"- Actually k0 belongs to Ko, because k0E=E and koτ=τkQ. Recall that
G/G'^Aut(Π, Πo, σ) by Lemma 1.2, G/G'^Aut(Π, Π
o
) by Lemma 3.2, and
G'—G' by (4.2). So by (4.4) we get a semi-direct decomposition
G = Z2-G where Z2 = {l,k0}.
This, together with (4.2), (1.14), implies semi-direct decompositions
(4.5) G0 = Z2.GQi U=Z2-U, K=Z2-K0, K0 = Z2-RQ)
and equalities
Go — Go? C/ =• U
 y K. = rC , /Co == /Co .
Thus we have a natural identification
which is a homothety between (M, g) and (M, £). It is easy to see that under
this identification we have
(4.6) <Vl = φhv,= Ϋ
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and hence dim c l^ /=dim Vi=2dι (0</<r) . Now Theorem 4.1 for non-simple
g follows from the assertions 4), 5), 6) in Lemma 3.3.
REMARK 4.5. Each Cl Vt (0</<r) is a real affine algebraic variety in g^.
In case where g is not simple, this is obvious from Remark 3.4. In case where
g is simple, Cl F/=(C1 V
m
)Γ\Q-ly m=l or 2/, by Lemma 4.4. In the construc-
tion of defining polynomials {F^} of Cl V
m
 in Remark 3.4, we choose basis
iei> "'yen} a n < i {Xi> "•> XN\ of B-i a n ( l So from g_
x
 and g0, respectively. Then
{F^} are real polynomials by which Cl Vt is defined in g^.
REMARK 4.6. If g is not simple, that is, if (M, g) is an irreducible Hermitian
symmetric space of compact type, the group G is equal to the group of holo-
morphic transformations and anti-holomorphic transformations of M. This
follows from Remark 3.1 and the decomposition G=Z2 G.
Theorem 4.7. GL(Q.ly S)=G0 ifr>2.
Proof. Note first that by Theorem 4.1 GL(g_
υ
 S) is given also by
(4.7) GL(Q_ly S) = {αeGLίβ-O; *(C1 V,) - Cl V, (0</<r)} ,
and hence GL(g_1? <S) is a closed subgroup of GL(g_1).
Suppose that g is simple. Then G0 = (G0)<n as is seen in the proof of
Theorem 4.1, and GL(Q_ly S)=G0 by Theorem 3.5. Thus it suffices to show
(4.8) GL(Q^S) = GL(Q^S)ΠGL(Q^) if r>2,
GL(g_
x
) being regarded as a subgroup of GL(g_!). In case where M is of
class (II), by Lemma 4.4 we have C l F ^ C l P ^ Π β - ! (0</<r) . Hence, by
(3.5), (4.7) and Remark 4.5, we have
GLte-lt S) = GL.(8-i, S) Π GLίfl-,),
under the notation in Lemma 3.6. Since r>2, Lemma 3.6 implies (4.8). If
M is not of class (II), we have Cl F ;=(C1 P/)Γl8-i ( 0 ^ / ^ r ) , which implies
(4.8) in the same way.
Suppose next that g is not simple. Then G0=Z2 G0 with Z2= {1, k0} by
(4.5), and GL(g_1? S)=G0 by Theorem 3.5. Thus it suffices to show
(4.9) GL(g_
x
, S) = Z2-GL(Q_V S) if r>2.
First we show
(4.10) g0 = Lie GL(Q.U S) if r > 2 .
We set g
s
=Lie GL(g_
x
, <5). Let 7GEndg_j denote the complex structure of
g_
x
 induced by that of g, and
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(4.Π) S-i = flii+fl=i
be the decomposition by / which is the one (4.3) for g_t. We define a complex
structure / of End g_! by
I(X) = I°X for X€=End fl_1.
Since each Vt is a complex submanifold of g_j by (4.6), gs is inavriant under / .
Also g0 is invariant under /, and / |g 0 is the complex structure of g0 induced
by that of g. Thus we have the following three decompositions by I.
End g_! = (End Q^f = (End g_x)++(End g_,)" ,
8, = flί+97,
So = QtΦQo ,
where
(End g.,)* = Hom(gί1( gίO+Homfel,, Q%),
8ί cHom(gΐ1 ( g ^ ) .
By [go, δ j c g , and [ft,, / ] = {0}, we get
(4.12) [So, gf]cgf.
Let us consider the adjoint action of g0 on End g^. Since gf is included in
Hom(gz1, g=x) irreducibly, g0 leaves Hom(gi1, gίi)cEnd g^ invariant and acts
on it irreducibly. We set
g7+ = Qt Π Homfeli, g^) .
We will show
(4.13) βί = β ? + + β r V
(4.14) g7+cHom(gi1, gΐ2) is invariant under QQ .
We denote a general element Z e E n d g^ by a matricial form
i i , giO, DeHomίgii, g^).
Then, for
° 0V °
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we have
(AoA-AAo Aβ-BD,
\ 0 0
Since g? contains the scalar endomorphisms Cl + , we can take as AQ=
9-i
and Z)
o
=—(1/2)1. Then, for any X^Qt we have
^ - C fio)
which belongs to Qt by (4.12). Hence £ e g 7 + and so i ί = j ? — β e g ί + . Thus
we ge+ (4.13). Since the action of &, on Hom(gi1, gΐ2) is given by
B H> AoB-BD, for (J
o
,
we get also (4.14).
Now by the go-irrecibility of Hom(gi1, g^) and (4.14) we have either (a)
97+={0} or (b) gr+=Hom(gi 1, gix). In case (a), by (4.13) gs+ is a subalgebra
of gl(gii) with g j c g ί . Since r>2, by the same argument as in the proof of
Theorem 3.5, we get go=g^, which implies g
o
=g
s
. In case (b), noting that
Cl + c g ί + , we have gί+ = gl(gΐi). This, together with (b), implies g^ =
9—1
(Endg^)4". Therefore we have g
s
=gl(g-i), which is a contradiction to r>2.
Thus we have proved (4.10). In particular, we see that any element αEGL(g_1? S)
normalizes g0.
Now let a G GL(g_
x
, S) be arbitrary. Since the g0-module g_x has the
decomposition (4.11) with inequivalent irreducible g0-submodules gίx, a, regarded
as an element of GL(g_i), permutes gίj and QZV On the other hand, ko&Go<Z
GL(g_i, S) is anti-linear as a map of g_2, and hence Ao, regarded as an element
of GL(Q-X)> interchanges Qtx and QZV Thus, either a or ak0 leaves gίj invariant,
that is, either a or ak0 is C-linear as a map of g_x. Therefore, either a or ak0
belongs to GL(g_
x
, S), because S=S by (4.6). This proves (4.9). q.e.d.
REMARK 4.8. For classical Q such that the symmetric domain correspond-
ing to (Π, Π
o
) is of tube type, Theorem 4.7 was proved by Tanaka [18].
5. Helgason spheres
In this section we define the notion of a Helgason sphere of an irreducible
symmetric iί-space (M, g), and prove that the group G permutes Helgason
spheres of (M, g).
Under the notation in Section 1, we introduce a linear order > on (αM)Λ in
such a way that A1> >A r>0. Let XM denote the set of positive roots in
2 M . For each γGΣjif we define
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( ( ) + ( ) ) , mjy) = dim
and set
!8 = t
o
n(lc)° = {*GΞΪ 0 ; [J\Γ, αM] =
Then we have orthogonal decompositions
to = toτ~ 2-i+
m = m°+ Σ
For γGΣM, we set
y 2τr\/3ϊ
Note that |i4*|=2*/|y|. Let
be the decomposition of ΣM into the sum of irreducible components (ΣM)k> and
8k (l<k<s) the highest root in (ΣM)* We choose δ^ of the largest length among
these 8k (l<:k<s) once and for all.
Suppose that γ e ΣM satisfy 2γ φ ΣM. We define
Then &y is a subalgebra of ϊ, and by virtue of 2γ$Σjι/ one has [[π7, πγ], π y ]cπ v .
Therefore
AΓV = (exp π y ) o c l
is a totally geodesic submanifold of (M, g) with
(5.1)
Lemma 5.1 (Helgason [4]). Suppose that dim M>2.
1) ΓAe maximum of sectional curvatures of (M, g) is equal to \8M\2.
2) iV
γ
 has constant sectional curvature | γ | 2 (with respect to the metric on
induced by g), and therefore the symmetric pair (&y, ty) is isomorphic to
, o(mM{7)+ί)).
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3) // M is simply connected and Σ M is irreducible, then
(a) NsM is a sphere, and
T={(exptA8χ)o;0<t<l}
is a simply closed geodesic in N8jε of length 2π/ \δM\, and has the minimum length
among all the closed geodesies of (M, g);
(b) Any totally geodesic sphere in (M, g) zϋith dimension>2 of constant
curvature | δ M | 2 is conjugate to a submanifold of N8M under the largest connected
ίsometry group \\M, g) of (M, g).
REMARK 5.2. Acutally, Lemma 5.1 holds for any non-flat compact sym-
metric space (My g).
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that dim M > 2.
1) Shortest closed geodesies of (M, g) are conjugate to each other under
I°(M, g) (up to parametrization).
2) We have an inequality
which is equivalent to that \ hM \ < \ 8 \, and the equality holds if and only if M is
simply connected.
3) The length of a shortest closed geodesic is 2π\ | δ | .
Proof. Let c(t) ( 0 < ί < l ) be any shortest simply closed geodesic of (M, g).
Recalling the fact that any vector in m can be transformed into aM by an ele-
ment of the identity component of KQy we see that c(f) is conjugate to a geodesic
c
Λ
(t) = (esxptA)o (0<ί<l), with A^TMy
under I°(Λf, g). Since A has the shortest length among Γ^— {0}, we have A=
±-4, (l<i<r). Furthermore we may assume that A=A1 or —Aι since WM
contains @
r
 by Lemma 1.3. But the corresponding closed geodesies cAι and
c_Al are the same up to parametrization, and so we get the assertion 1). We
prove the inequality in 2) for each of the five classes in Section 1 separately.
Classes (I) and (II). In these cases, ΣM is irreducible and SM=2h1. A8χ
can be computed by (1.22) to get A*χ=A
v
 Thus | As* \ = \A1\.
Class (III). By d i m M > 2 , we have r>2. Thus Ί,M is irreducible and
SM=h1—hr. One has A
S
^=A1—Ar> and hence | A8χ \ = \ΓΣ \ A11 > | Ax \.
Class (IV). Σ M is irreducible, SM=h1+h2 (r>2) or hx (r=l). If r > 2 ,
A8M=A1+A2 and \A**\=\f~2\A
ι
\>\A1\. If r = l , A
8
*=2A1 and |.4δ*| =
2\A1\>\A1\.
Class (V). Suppose first that r>3. Then ΣM is irreducible and 8M=^
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One has A**=AX+A2 and |A**\ = Λ / T \ A 1 \ > \ A ι \ . Suppose that r=2. In
this case, Έ,M is not irreducible and decomposed as Σ i | /=(ΣM) 1U (2JI/)2 with
We take as SM=h1+h2. Then ^ ^ = ^ + ^ 2 and | A** | = v T | A | > | Ax | .
Now we obtain the assertion 2) by comparing the above computations of
I ASM I with π
x
(M). The assertion 3) follows from that | A
x
 \ =2π/1 δ | . q.e.d.
Seeing the above proof, we get the following
Corollary 5.4. Any shortest closed geodesic of (M, g) through the origin o is
conjugate to the geodesic
AJo; \t\<ίβ}
under the group KΌ (up to parametrίzation).
A submanifold S of M is called a Helgason sphere of (M, g) if
(HI) S is a totally geodesic sphere with minimum radius; and
(H2) 5 has the maximum dimension among the submanifolds with the
property (HI).
REMARK 5.5. A "Helgason sphere" in Nagano [7] or Peterson [8] is a
submanifold S with (HI), (H2) and dim S > 2.
Theorem 5.6. 1) Helgason spheres of (My g) are conjugate to each other
under I°(M, g).
2) For any shortest closed geodesic c of (M, g) there is a Helgason sphere zϋhich
includes c.
3) M is simply connected if and only if 2 < dimension of a Helgason sphere
S. In this case, one has
dimS=tnM(8M)+l.
4) The radius of a Helgason sphere is 1/1 δ | .
Proof. We may assume that d imM>2. Suppose first that M is simply
connected, that is, (M, g) is of class (I) or (II). Since 2 M is irreducible in this
case, by Lemma 5.1, 2), 3) (a) and (5.1), N$M is a totally geodesic sphere of the
radius l / | δ M | with
Let N be an arbitrary totally geodesic sphere in (M,g). If dim iV>2, by Lemma
5.1, 1) the sectional curvature K of N satisfies tc< | δ M | 2 . Hence the radius of
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N=ll\/Ίc>ll\8M\. If dίmiV=l, that is, N is a closed geodesic, then by
Lemma 5.1, 3) (a) the length of iV>2τr/|δM |, and hence the radius of N>
1/lδjtfl Therefore NSM satisfies the property (HI). It has also the property
(H2) by virtue of Lemma 5.1, 3) (b). Thus NSjε is a Helgason sphere, and hence
the assertion 1) follows from Lemma 5.1, 3) (b). The assertion 2) follows from
Lemma 5.1, 3) (a) and Theorem 5.3, 1).
Suppose next that M is not simply connected. If N is a totally geodesic
sphere with dim N>2, then the radius of N> 1/18M |, as is shown in the above.
The radius of a shortest closed geodesic is l / | δ | by Theorem 5.3, 3). Thus,
by Theorem 5.3, 2) the Helgason spheres are the shortest closed geodesies.
Therefore the assertion 1) follows from Theorem 5.3, 1). The assertion 2) is
trivial.
The assertions 3) and 4) are obvious from the above arguments and Theo-
rem 5.3, 2). q.e.d.
We fix a root β^A and define a subalgebra Q
β
 of g by
9β = [8β, 9-β]+0β+g- / ί
It has a Cartan decomposition
(5.2) g
β
 = ϊ
β
+p
βy where tβ = IΠ Qβ, Pβ = p Π gβ .
The symmetric pair dual to (g
β
, l
β
) is in the same situation as (§y, ty) in Lemma
5.1, by virtue of 2/3$Σ. Therefore, by Lemma 5.1, 2) and Remark 5.2 one has
(5.3) (g
β
, t
β
) ^ (o(l,
Furthermore we have a decomposition
*β = (ϊβ)o+^β, where (ϊ
β
)0 = tβ Π ϊo> rnβ = tβ Π m
with the property
(5.4) [[m
β
, m
β
]y mβ]czmβ.
Now let G
β
 be the connected Lie subgroup of G generated by g
β
 and set S
β
=
G
β
odM. Then we have
where U
β
=U f]G
β
 is a parabolic subgroup of G
β
. Therefore, by (5.3) S
β
 is
the symmetric i?-space associated to o(l, m(β)+l)y and hence it is a sphere.
Together with (5.4), it follows that S
β
 is a totally geodesic sphere in (M, g) with
dimension m(β).
Lemma 5.7. S
β
 is a Helgason sphere.
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Proof. The closed geodesic T
β
 in Section 1 is contained in S
β
 and has the
length 27r/|δ|, and hence the radius of S
β
 is l / | δ | . Therefore, by Theorem
5.6, 4) S
β
 has the property (HI).
Suppose first that M is not simply connected. If dimS^ would be greater
than one, then the radius of 5
β
> l / | δ M | > l / | δ | by Theorem 5.3, 2), which is
a contradiction. Therefore dim S
β
=l, whence S
β
 is a Helgason sphere.
Suppose next that M is simply connected. By Theorem 5.6, 2) it suffices
to prove
(5.5) m(β) == mM(SM)+ly where δ^ = 2hx.
Denoting by ttrΔ: a->aA the orthogonal projection, we have (cf. Takeuchi [14])
(5.6) # { γ e Σ ; *rΔ(y) = β,} = 1 (l<i<r).
Moreover (Takeuchi [16]) there is £Glnn(g) such that
(5.7) ca± = (aM)R, cβ{ = 2A, (1 < i < r ) .
Since Δ c PFδ^I^Ά, we have m(β)=m(β1)y and so
m(/S) = dim
c
{X e g ; [H, X] = (A, i/)X for each Heα>
- dίm
c
{Xeg; [//, X] - (ft, ff)X for each # e α Δ } by (5.6)
- dim
c
{Xeg; [Jϊ, X] - (2Alf H)X for each //ea M } by (5.7)
where
(pcγ* = {X^pc; [H, X] = (δM, //)X for each H<=αM}.
Since dim
c
(fc)βJί=ίffJlf(δJί) and dimc(ί)c)βJr=l (Takeuchi [16]), we get (5.5).
q.e.d.
Corollary 5.8.
,~ ίmM(8M)+l if Jr1(M)={0}>
m(β)
 = U if
 πι
(M)*n
For λeJB and —l<p<\, we define
Σ
( λ )
 = { γ e Σ 2(γ, δ)/(δ, δ) = λ}, Σ ,^λ) = Σ ( λ ) Π Σ,
Then we have decompositions
Σ = Σ
(o)
 U Σ(1) U Σ(-J) U Σ(2) U Σ ( '2 ) with Σ ( ± z ) = { ± δ } ,
Σo = Σ
(o0)UΣί,1)UΣί,-1)) Σ, = Σί^
Furthermore we set
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Σ { = { γ G Σ ; ( γ , £ δ ) > 0 } , where EB = 2 £ - - * - 8 ,
(δ, δ)
(Σ
β
) f = {γGΣδ; (7, £δ) = ?} for q>0 .
Then we have decompositions
Σa = ( Σ s ) o U ( Σ 8 ) 1 U ( Σ s ) 2 ,
We define a parabolic subalgebra ϊ
δ
 of g and several subalgebras and a subspace
of I
δ
 by
h = Q°+ Σ 9Y,
Io=9°+ Σ
Ii = Σ 97CU (a subspace),
I 2 = Σ 9
7
c 9 l ,
Note that I
o
=9
δ
Θδo The corresponding connected Lie subgroups of G are
denoted by L
δ
, L
o
, Lz and Zo, and set L2=exp lv Then we have that L^—LJLJ^z
since I ^ ^ i s a nilpotent ideal of I
δ
= I 0 + I i + I 2 with [Iχ, I J c ^ , and that LQ=GδZQ.
Lemma 5.9. LBSB=SB.
Proof. We have that LB=L0LιL2 = GsZQL1L2c:GsU since Z o cG 0 , LXC C/
and L 2
( = : e x P fli Thus, for each / e L
δ
 and each p—ao^SB (βGGδ), one has
/^  = lαo^LBodGBUo = G8o = S8. q.e.d.
Theorem 5.10. Any element of the group G of basic transformations per-
mutes the Helgason spheres of (M
x
g).
Proof. We claim first that for any a^G aS
s
 is also a Helgason sphere.
If we denote by G° and K° the identity components of G and K respectively,
we have the polar decomposition G°=K°exρp and G°=K°LS. The latter follows
from the fact that the parabolic subalgebra I
δ
 contains an Iwasawa subalgebra.
Thus, together with (1.6), we get G=KLB. Hence the claim follows by Lemma
5.9.
Now let S be an arbitrary Helgason sphere, and αGG be arbitrary. By
Theorem 5.6, 1) there is k^K such that kSB=S. Therefore aS=akSB is a
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Helgason sphere by the above claim. q.e.cL
EXAMPLE 5.11. Let M^>PN(C) be the canonical equivariant projective
imbedding of an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space (Λf, g) of compact type,
in the sense of Sakane-Takeuchi [9]. Then a submanifold S of M is a Helgason
sphere of (Λf, g) if and only if S is a projective line in PN(C). In fact, Sβ in
Lemma 5.7 is a projective line in PN(C).
REMARK 5.12. It can be shown that a Helgason sphere generates the
homotopy π
m
^(M) and the homology H
m
^(M, Z).
6. Arithmetic distance
In this section we define a discrete valued distance d on an irreducible
symmetric i?-sρace (M, g) in terms of Helgason spheres, and characterize the
group G as the group of isometries of d.
Lemma 6.1. For each pξΞcV
ι
 (1 </ <r) there is a chain of Helgason spheres
of length I connecting o and p, that is, there are Helgason spheres Slf •••, Sj such
j and Skf)Sk+1Φφ (1<
Proof. Since each element of K
o
 permutes the Helgason spheres by K
o
d
I(M, g), and ci;
ι
=K0^)ι by Lemma 2.2, we may assume that p^S)^ Further-
more, since ©
r
C WM by Lemma 1.3, we may assume that
We set
Po =0, p k =
k-i
Then ck is a shortest closed geodesic (of length 2zr/1 δ |) through pk^x and pk
(\<k<ΐ). By Theorem 5.6, 2) there are Helgason spheres Sk with ckdSk
(1 <&</). The chain {S*} is the required one. q.e.d.
By this lemma and the transitivity of G on Λf, it follows that any two points
of M can be connected by a chain of Helgason spheres. So we may give the
following definition.
We define a distance d on (M, #), called the arithmetic distance, as follows.
For p, q^M with />=(=?, d(p, q) is defined to be the minimum possible length of
a chain of Helgason spheres connecting p and q; and d(p, q)=0 if _£=?. Let
I(Λf, </) - {cpGΞDiff(M); d(φ(p)y φ(q)) - </(/>, g) for any p,
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denote the isometric diffeomorphism group of (M, d). Note that G C I(M, d) in
virtue of Theorem 5.10. We define
M, = ί ί G l ; d(o,p) = /} (0</<r).
Then Lemma 6.1 is restated as
Lemma 6.2. //
ί/(2oυ U Σ ( 2 ) )dΣ 0 U Σi, wnώr the notation in Section 5.
Proof. Note that for 7 ^ Σ , ί ί γ £ Σ 0 U Σx if and only if (s/7, ί'j^O, where
(tfy, Λ) = (7, xίfi) = ( 7 , E-
> P 2 ) (Pι+i> Pi+i)
, A).(δ, δ
If γ E Σ ^ , then (7, E)=0 and ^rΔ(7)-(l/2)(A-/3y) ( 2 < i < r ) or (1/2)0! (cf.
Takeuchi [14]), whence (^7, E)=0 or 1. If γGΣ ( 2 ) , that is, 7 = δ , then
(7, E)=ί and vrA(<γ)=βly whence (^7, E)=l. q.e.d.
Next we want to know the structure of ^ 1 = C/'^ o. Under the notation
in Section 5, we define
flio) = flf+ Σ 9 Y , 8 ^ = Σ Q\
9ίυ = Σ 9Y, 9ί0) = Σ 9γ, 9(2) = 9δ,
and define a parabolic subalgebra u0 of g0 by
«o = fl
Then we have
Let G(oι\ G(iυ, G(i0) and G(2) denote the connected Lie subgroups of G generated
by g^1}, g(iυ, g(i0) and g(2) respectively, and let
UΌ=: {flGGί; an
o
= u0}.
Then Lie C7ί=u0, exp &=G<»GPG[Q> and C/'-GίG^Gi^Gί^. Since bλ\a=sx
by Lemma 2.1, 1), we have
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Y
where y runs through all the γ G Σ such that (γ, 2?)>0 and (7, sffl^O. But,
since
we have
Now UΌ leaves invariant g
x
 and βi1>+βi0)> a n ^ hence Ui acts on g ( 2 ) ^
g1/(gi1)+g(i0)) linearly. Then in the same way as in Takeuchi [15] we can prove
by which the following lemma is derived.
L e m m a 6.3. The correspondence (a, X)\-*aexρXb1o («6Go, I e g ( 2 ) ) in-
duces a bijection Ψ: G&X
v
>0g
(2)
-»
cV
ι
= U'bjp.
Theorem 6.4. M
ι
=C[?
ι
 (0<l<r). Therefore, the range ofdis {0, 1, •••, r}.
Proof. We prove this by the induction on /. If 7=0, this is obvious. Let
p^M1 be arbitrary. Then there is a Helgason sphere through 0 and p, and
hence there is a shortest closed geodesic c through 0 and p. Therefore, by
Corollary 5.4 there is k&K'Q such that kc= Tly whence hp^3)v Thus p belongs
to KΌWV which is equal to <Wχ by Lemma 2.2, 1). Thus we get MXC^VV
Together with Lemma 6.1, we obtain M
ι
=^
cV
v
Assume that \<l<r— 1 and Mi=
cVfi holds for each i withO<ί<Z. We
show first that
(6.1) M/
Let p&Mt+i be arbitrary. Then there is }GΛf/ such that d(q, p)=l. By the
assumption, q^cV
ι
=Ufbιθ. Here, since <£>
r
aWM by Lemma 1.3,
 cV
ι
 is also
written as cV
ι
= U'bΊo with
Therefore there is a^Uf such that q=abΊo. Since b\~ a~ιq=o with b\~ a"1^
GcI(M, d), we have b'ΓιaΓλpGM
v
 By the fact: M 1 =
c l^ 1 just proved, there is
έG t/' such that b\'ιa'ιp=bb
ι
o. Thus p^abΊbb^p^ U'bΊU'b
x
o. So it suffices to
show
(6.2) ίί
because of the [/'-invariance of Ciq^ / + 1. Let TΓ: G'0XU> QW->R=Gi>b1o—GΌIU'0
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denote the vector bundle projection. Since G^\o is an open dense subset of
j?, by Lemma 6.3 Ψfa'^Gi 1 V ) ) is a dense subset of C[/
v
 But Ψfa-^GtfV))
= Gi1)G(a)A1o, and so biG^G^o is dense in b\U
fb
λ
o. On the other hand, since
#ί I α—s'h by Lemma 6.2 we have
Thus we get (6.2).
Now, by (6.1) and Theorem 4.1 we have Ml+1
This, together with the assumption, implies M / + 1 c Φ / + 1 . On the other hand,
by Lemma 6.1 ^ / + 1 c M 0 U M 1 U — UM / + 1. This, together with the assump-
tion, implies cV
ι+ιdMι+ι. Thus we have proved Mί+1=
cV
ί+v q.e.d.
Lemma 6.5. // φ^I(M, d) with φ(o)=o, then (<p*)
o
eGL(Q-l9 S), under
the identification GL(T0M) = GL(g_2) through the isomorphism u^. §_λ-+T0M
defined in Section 2.
Proof. By Theorem 6.4 we have
(6.3)
Since g
x^
 is an open subset of M with oGg.j, there is an open set H] of Q^ with
o G ^ such that φHJdQ^. Let Z G C I F ; be arbitrary. If t>0 is sufficiently
small, we have tX^ΊJ. Then, by Lemma 2.5 tY e Cl F/Π °17, a n d s o bY
(6.3) 9ε>(ίX)eCl F;. Thus, by Lemma 2.5 again we have (llήφ(tX)^C\V
ι
.
Therefore
and hence (<p*MCl F f )=Cl F7 (0</<r) . This implies (^),6GL(β.i , ^) in
virtue of (4.7). q.e.d.
Let F(M) denote the bundle of frames of M, that is, the bundle of all
linear isomorphisms from g_
α
 to tangent spaces to M. We define a subbundle
Pof.F(M)by
which is a G0-structure over M. Let
Aut(P) = {?>€= Diίf (Λf) 9>*P - P}
denote the group of automorphisms of the G0-structure P.
Lemma 6.6. (Tanaka [17]). // Mis neither P
n
{R) (n> 1) nor P
n
(C) (n> 1),
one has
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G = Aut(P).
Theorem 6.7. Let (M, g) be an irreducible symmetric R-space with r=
rank(M, g)>2. Then the group G of basic transformations of M is identical with
the group Ϊ(M, d) of isometric diffeomorphίsms of the arithmetic distance d.
Proof. We have seen the inclusion G d ( M , d). For the inclusion
I(M, d)dG, it suffices to show I(M, d)dAut(P) in virtue of Lemma 6.6. To
prove this we follow the argument in Tanaka [18].
Let ΛJΓG I (M, d) and M G P be arbitrary. Then there is α e G such that
a*u0 — u. Moreover, by transitivity of G on M, there is ό e G such that
bψa(o)=o. Set φ=bψa^ϊ(My d). Then φ(o)=o and
(6.4) ΛJT*U = 6*V*wo
By Lemma 6.5, {φ*)0 belongs to GL(g>1, S)f which is equal to Go by Theorem
4.7. Therefore <p*uQ^P, and hence ψ*u^P by (6.4). This shows that ψ 6
Aut(P). Thus we have proved Ϊ(M, rf)cAut(P). q.e.d.
Theorem 6.8. Let (M, g) be an irreducible symmetric R-space with r— 1
other than spheres. Then the group G of basic transformations of M is identical
with the group of dίffeomorphisms of M which send each Helgason sphere to a
Helgason sphere.
Proof. Our (M, g) are the protective spaces P
n
(F) (n>2) over F—Ry C or
real quaternions H and the Cayley projective plane P2(O). In these cases,
Helgason spheres are projective lines. The groups G are the group of projective
transformations of PJJF) and the connected simple Lie group of type EIV,
respectively. Here, by a projective transformation of P
n
(F) we mean a diffeo-
morphism of P
n
{F) induced by a semi-linear automorphism φ of Fn+1, that is,
a bijection φ\ Fn+ι->Fn+1 such that
<p(u-\-v) = <p(u)-\-φ(v) for uy
φ(u\) = φ(u)σ(X) for U<=Fn+1,
σ being an automorphism of F. So our theorem follows from the funda-
mental theorem in projective geometry (for P
n
(F)) and a theorem of Springer
[11] (for P2(O)). q.e.d.
Corollary 6.9. For an irreducible symmetric R-space (M, g), one has K=
ϊ(M,g).
Proof. In case where (M, g) is an /z-sphere (n>l), it is seen that K=
O(n-\-1). Thus we have K=I(M, g). Suppose that (M, g) is not a sphere. Since
any element of l(M, g) carries each Helgason sphere to a Helgason sphere, by
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Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 Γ(M, g) is a subgroup of G. Recalling that Kdl(M,g)
and K is a maximal compact subgroup of G, we get ίΓ=I(M, #). q.e.d.
Appendix
Table of the dimension dim S of a Helgason sphere S and the quotient group
G/G° of G modulo the identity component G° of G for irreducible symmetric
i?-spaces M
M
SU(r+s)IS(U(r) X U(s)) (1 <>r<s)
SO(2n)IU(n) (n>5)
Sp(r)IU(r) (r^2)
SO(n + 2)/SO(2) X SO(n) (n>5)
E6IT Spm{10)
E7IT-E6
SO(r+s)IS(O(r)xO(s)) (lζrζs)
Sp(r+s)ISp(r)xSp(s) (l<r<s)
U(r) (r^3)
SO(n+l)ISO(n) (w>5)
O(p) X O(q)l(O(p-ί) X O(ί- l ) ) .Z 2
(2<ρ^g, (/>,ί)Φ(2, 2), (3,3))
Sρ(r) (r^l)
C7(r)/O(r) (r>3)
5O(Λ) (W>5)
U(2r)ISp(r) (r>3)
Sρ(4)KSρ(2) x Sρ(2))-Z2
FJSpin(9)
SU($)ISp(4)-Z2
T'EtlFA
*
5
 semi-direct product with N=Z2-\-Zt
ofN.
dim *S
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
4
1
w
1
3
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
j normal
G/G°
Z2+Z2 r=5>2
Z 2 otherwise
z2
z2
Z2-\-Z2 n even
Z 2 nodd
z2
z2
Z2+Z2 r=s>2
Z2 r=s=l or r<ί, r-\-s even
{1} otherwise
Z 2 r=i
{1} r<ί
2Γ2-f-Z2
z2Z2 (Z2+Z2)*> p=qeven
Z2-{-Z2 p<qyp, q even, orp=q odd
Z 2 otherwise
z2
z2
Z2+Z2 n even
Z 2 w odd
z2
m
m
z2
z2
the generator of Z 2 interchanges two Z2*s
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